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VECTORS
AND

MOTION

Motion is a pervasive
aspect of our lives. You
walk and travel by bike,
car, bus, subway, or
perhaps even by boat from
one location to another.
You watch the paths of
balls thrown or hit in the air
and of space shuttles
launched into orbit. Each
of these motions involves
both direction and
distance. Vectors provide
a powerful way for
representing and analyzing
motion mathematically.
     In this unit, you will learn
how to use vectors and
vector operations to solve
problems about navigation
and force. You will extend
and further connect your
understanding of
geometry, trigonometry,
and algebra to establish
properties of vector
operations and to create
and use parametric
equations to model linear
and nonlinear motion.
     The key ideas will be
developed through work
on problems in three
lessons.

Lessons

UNIT

2
UNIITIT

Linear Motion

Develop skill in using vectors, equality

of vectors, scalar multiplication, vector

sums, and component analysis to

model and analyze situations involving

magnitude and direction.

Vectors and Parametric
Equations

Simulating Nonlinear
Motion

Use parametric equations to model

nonlinear motion, including the motion

of projectiles and circular and elliptical

orbits.

Represent and analyze vectors and

vector operations using coordinates.

Use position vectors to develop

parametric equations to model linear

motion.
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Two tugboats are maneuvering a supply barge into a Lake Superior slip. (A slip is a docking place for

a boat.) One tugboat exerts a force of 1,500 pounds with direction 340˚; another exerts a force of
2,000 pounds with direction 70˚.

a. Draw the force vectors and the resultant force as position vectors on a coordinate system with the
barge at the origin.

b. Determine the coordinate forms of the three vectors. How are they related?

c. Determine the magnitude and direction of the resultant force on the barge.

Vector Algebra with Coordinates

In the previous investigation, you
explored coordinate representations

of vectors. In this investigation,
after exploring operations on

vectors in a coordinate plane, you
will examine how vectors can be

used to establish geometric
relationships. You will also consider

the underlying vector algebra of a
video game.
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As you work on the following problems, look for answers to these questions:

What are some important properties of vectors and their operations?

How are these properties similar to, and different from, properties of operations with real numbers?

How can vectors and their properties be used to prove geometric statements?

Operating on Symbolic Vectors In Lesson 1, you learned about a scalar multiple,  ka , of

vector  a  where k is any real number, and about the opposite of vector  a , denoted by – a .

a. If  a  = [r, ] and 0˚   < 180˚, write each vector in [magnitude, direction] form.

i.  3a ii. – a

iii.  –2a iv.  ka  where k < 0

b. Now consider position vector   b  = (4, –3). Write each scalar multiple of   b  below as a
position vector in coordinate form.

i.   5b ii. –  b

iii.   –2b iv.   kb  for any real number k

c. To generalize, if position vector  a  = (x, y) and k is a scalar, what are the coordinates of
position vector  ka  in terms of k, x, and y? Explain your reasoning.

As you have previously seen, the resultant, or sum, of two vectors can be determined
geometrically by using the head-to-tail definition of a vector sum or the parallelogram law.

a. Consider position vectors  a  = (2, –3) and   b  = (–5, 4). Find each of the following vectors in
coordinate form. It may help to use graph paper.

i.   a + b ii.
   b + (–a )

iii.
  
–2(a – b ) iv.   –2a + 2b

b. General position vectors  a  = (x1, y1) and

  b = (x2, y2) are shown at the right. Determine the

coordinates of the resultant   a + b . Use the diagram
to help explain your answer.

c. Write in words the general principle you
discovered in Part b.

d. If  a  = (x1, y1), what are the coordinates of – a  and
of 

  
a + (–a ) ?

e. How could you interpret (0, 0) as a vector in a
motion or force situation? This special vector is

called the zero vector and is sometimes written  0 .
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Some properties for real number addition and multiplication are also true for vectors. Determine
which properties below are true for vectors. For each property that you think is true, use general

coordinate representations, such as  a  = (x1, y1),   b  = (x2, y2), and   c  = (x3, y3), to write a proof of
the statement. For those that you think are false, give a counterexample using specific numerical

coordinates. Share the work with your classmates and be prepared to explain your proof or
counterexample.

a. Commutative Property for Addition:   a + b = b + a

b. Associative Property for Addition: 
   (a + b ) + c = a + (b + c )

c. Additive Identity Property:    a + 0 = 0 + a  =  a

d. Opposite Property: 
  
a + (–a ) = 0

e. Distributive Property for Scalar Multiplication: 
   k(a + b )  =   ka + kb

f. Multiplicative Property of Zero: 0 a  = k 0  =  0

g. Addition Property of Equality: If   a = b , then   a + c  =   b + c .

h. Scalar Multiplication Property of Equality: If   a = b  and k is a scalar, then   ka = kb .

Using Vectors to Verify Geometric Properties Vectors are both useful and powerful in
proving results in geometry.

a. In the vector diagram below,  a  and   b  are the position vectors with terminal
points A(x1, y1) and B(x2, y2), respectively. Explain why AB  represents the vector    b – a .

b. On a copy of the diagram, let M be the midpoint of AB  and let the position vector with
terminal point M be  m . Provide reasons that support the statements in the following proof

of the midpoint formula.

 AM = MB (1)

  m – a = b – m (2)

  2m = b + a (3)

 m = 1
2    (a + b ) (4)

= ( x1 + x2
2 , y1 + y2

2 ) (5)
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Designing Video Games In one video
game for cell phones, the protector (player)
operates a laser gun located at the center of the

bottom of the video screen, the origin of the
coordinate system. Meteors fall from the top

of the screen straight down. Each meteor
drops at a constant rate. But the location of the

drop, the drop rate, and the release time vary
between meteors. The goal of the protector is

to fire the laser gun at each meteor to try to
explode it before it gets to earth (the bottom of

the screen) and causes damage.

a. Suppose the video screen grid is 12 by 12 units. One meteor drops at a rate of 3 units per
second along the line x = 4. One second later, a second meteor begins to fall at a rate of

4 units per second along the line x = –3.

i. If t = 0 is the time that the first meteor begins to fall, make a table showing the

coordinates of the location of each meteor after t = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds.

ii. For what time interval is each meteor visible on the screen?

b. Write rules giving the coordinates of each meteor at time t in seconds.

c. Suppose the protector aims and fires the laser gun one second after seeing the first meteor
begin to fall. Assuming the laser beam hits a target the moment it is fired, at what angle

should the gun be aimed to explode that meteor?

d. The protector hits the first meteor, and then takes one more second to turn the laser gun

toward the second meteor. Determine the measure of the angle through which the protector
should turn the laser gun to hit the second meteor.

Dot Product The task of finding the measure of the angle between two vectors (as in Parts c
and d of Problem 5) occurs frequently in solving applied problems. Look more closely at the

mathematics involved.
Let  a  = (x1, y1) and   b  = (x2, y2) be position

vectors as shown in the diagram at the right. 
(Greek letter “alpha”) is the measure of the angle

between the two vectors (0˚ <   180˚).

a. Write two expressions for the square of the

distance d between the terminal points of
vectors  a  and   b . One expression should

involve cos .

b. Set the two expressions in Part a equal to each

other and then solve for cos .
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c. Look at the rational expression you found for cos . The numerator, x1x2 + y1y2, of the

expression is called the

inner product or dot product of the vectors  a  and   b , written  a • b  or (x1, y1) • (x2, y2).

Describe the denominator of the rational expression that is equivalent to cos .

d. Write in words how to calculate the dot product of two nonzero position vectors.

e. Use the expression you found in Part b to help complete the following statement:

Two nonzero position vectors are perpendicular

if and only if their dot product is __________ .

Write an argument to support your statement. What two if-then statements must you prove?

Explain as precisely as you can why your statement in Part e of Problem 6 is true for any two
nonzero vectors.

Determine the angle  between each pair of vectors where 0˚ <   180˚.

a. (2, 3) and (–3, 2)

b. (–2, 1) and (3, –5)

c. (–1, –5) and (–3, –2)

What must be true about the measure of the angle between a pair of vectors if their dot product is
a positive number? A negative number? Explain your reasoning.

Now look back at the video game problem (Problem 5).

a. Use the dot product method to determine the measure of the angle needed to turn the laser
gun between the first and second shots. Check that your answer is the same as you found in

Problem 5 Part d.

b. Suppose the protector’s first shot misses the first meteor, but the protector explodes that

meteor with a second shot requiring a total of 1.5 seconds to do so.

i. What were the coordinates of the first meteor when it explodes?

ii. Keeping in mind that the protector needs one more second to turn and aim toward the second
meteor, at what coordinate location should the protector aim to hit the second meteor?

iii. Use the dot product method to determine the angle through which the protector should

turn the laser gun after hitting the first meteor so as to also hit the second meteor.
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Summarize the Mathematics

In this investigation, you learned how to calculate and interpret scalar multiples, sums, and

dot products of position vectors. You established useful properties of vector addition and

scalar multiplication and determined how to find the angle formed by two position vectors.

You also learned how vectors can be used to prove geometric statements.

Let   a  = (x1, y1) and   b  = (x2, y2). Write    2a – 3b  in coordinate form.

In Problem 3, you proved eight properties that are true for vectors. Why does it make sense

that these real number properties for addition are also true for vectors?

Explain how the inner product, or dot product, of two position vectors can be used to

determine the measure of the angle between the vectors.

Describe a way to test whether two position vectors are perpendicular. Why does this method

work?

Be prepared to discuss your ideas with the class.

Consider the two position vectors  a  = (4, 2) and   b  = (6, –1).

a. Write    4a – b  in coordinate form.

b. Consider OAB where O is the origin, and A and B are the terminal points of  a  and   b ,

respectively. Using vectors, verify that the midpoint of AB  is M(5, 12 ).
c. Use the dot product to find the measure of the angle between  a  and   b .

d. Suppose position vector   c  is perpendicular to   b  and the y-coordinate of   c  is –7. Is that enough

information to determine a unique x-coordinate of   c ? If so, find it. If not, explain why not.




